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The official self-study test preparation guide for the Cisco CCNP and CCDP(r) Switching exam
Coverage of the CCNP/CCDP Switching exam topics enables you to identify and fill your knowledge gaps before the exam date. You'll learn how to:


	Design, build, and maintain high-speed, multilayer switched networks running Fast and Gigabit Ethernet
	Define common workgroups and configure and manage Virtual LANs with VTP
	Utilize redundant switch links to increase campus network reliability
	Understand ATM and use LAN Emulation (LANE) technology for trunking
	Configure Catalyst(r) switches and Cisco routers to enable inter-VLAN routing, providing complete connectivity across the switched network
	Apply HSRP in the campus environment to provide load sharing and backup capabilities
	Understand and configure basic multicast networks, implementing services at each layer of the network to enable access to multicast groups
	Control network traffic with access policies


CCNP Switching Exam Certification Guide is a comprehensive self-study tool for the CCNP/CCDP(r) Switching exam. This exam evaluates your ability to build campus networks using multilayer switching technologies and to manage campus network traffic. This book covers all the major topics on the Switching exam, enabling you to master the concepts and technologies upon which you will be tested, including switched Ethernet, trunking, multicasting, multilayer switching, VLANs, ATM, LANE, inter-VLAN routing, HSRP, network traffic control, and monitoring and troubleshooting techniques.

Each chapter of CCNP Switching Exam Certification Guide focuses your study and tests your knowledge of the subjects through specially designed assessment and study features. "Do I Know This Already?" quizzes assess your knowledge and help you decide how much time you need to spend on each section within a chapter. The well-organized Foundation Topics sections detail all the exam topics you need to master. Each chapter includes a Foundation Summary section that highlights essential concepts for quick reference. Challenging chapter-ending review questions and exercises test your knowledge of the subject matter, reinforce key concepts, and provide you with the opportunity to apply what you've learned in the chapter. In addition, a final chapter of scenarios pulls together concepts from all the chapters to ensure you can apply your knowledge in a real-world environment. Finally, the companion CD-ROM's robust testing engine enables you to take practice exams that mimic the real testing environment, focus on particular topic areas, randomize answers for reusability, track your progress, and refer to electronic text for review.

CCNP Switching Exam Certification Guide is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco Systems(r) that can include simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press.
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Tools for Signal Compression: Applications to Speech and Audio Coding (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	In everyday life, we often come in contact with compressed signals: when using

	mobile telephones, mp3 players, digital cameras, or DVD players. The signals in each

	of these applications, telephone-band speech, high fidelity audio signal, and still or

	video images are not only sampled and quantized to put them into a form suitable for...
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Pythagoras' Revenge: A Mathematical MysteryPrinceton Press, 2009
The celebrated mathematician and philosopher Pythagoras left no writings. But what if he had and the manuscript was never found? Where would it be located? And what information would it reveal? These questions are the inspiration for the mathematical mystery novel Pythagoras' Revenge. Suspenseful and instructive, Pythagoras'...
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.NET Compact Framework 3.5 Data Driven ApplicationsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Both the SQL Server Lite and Oracle Lite mobile databases are covered in detail, from data access to data synchronization. The book explains how device features such as Bluetooth, SMS, telephony, Infrared, and Windows Contacts can be accessed via .NET CF in a real-world example, namely the mobile sales-force application. It also explains.NET...
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Wicked Cool PHP: Real-World Scripts That Solve Difficult ProblemsNo Starch Press, 2008
PHP is an easy-to-use scripting language perfect for quickly creating the Web features you need. Once you know the basics of how the language works, wouldn't it be great to have a collection of useful scripts that solve those tricky problems and add interesting functionality to your site? We thought so, too.
  Instead of starting at "Hello...
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Guide to Web Development with Java: Understanding Website CreationSpringer, 2012


	I have been teaching web development for 14 years. I started with Perl. I can still

	remember the behemoth programs that contained all the logic and HTML. I remember

	using a text editor to write the program. Debugging consisted of a lot of print

	statements. It was a fun time, full of exploration, but I do not miss them.
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Nutrigenomics (Oxidative Stress and Disease)CRC Press, 2005


	Nutrition research commenced more than 200 years ago in the dawn of the chemical

	revolution. The “golden age of nutrition” began in the early 1910s and continued

	into the 1940s when nutritional sciences focused primarily on diseases

	associated with single nutrient deficiencies. This led to the formulation of the...
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